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outline
hazards in the Tonks Group
(early transition metal organometallic synthesis and catalysis)

strong oxidizers

chronic toxins

pyrophorics
(#1a concern)

high pressures
(#1b concern)

reactives and
explosives

what are the unique problems we face with graduate education and safety?

•
•
•
•

we are always training new students
expertise leaves with graduation
awareness of safety (you don’t know what you don’t know!)
miscalculations of risk (how bad could an explosion really be?)
how does this fit in to managing and advising my research group and departmental safety?
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communication is key in safety culture

2011: Prudent Practices

2012: ACS

2014: National
Academies

2016: APLU

Recent reports on safety and safety culture in academia consistently hit on three themes:

•
•
•

Setting core values and leading by example
Empowering researchers to collaborate and practice safe science
Implementing constructive and supportive infrastructure

communicating & building
better ways to communicate!

National Research Council. Prudent Practices in the Laboratory: Handling and Management of Chemical Hazards; National Academies Press: Washington, D.C., 2011.
Creating Safety Cultures in Academic Institutions: A Report of the Safety Culture Task Force of the ACS Committee on Chemical Safety; 2012.
Safe Science: Promoting a Culture of Safety in Academic Chemical Research; 2014.
APLU Council on Research Task Force on Laboratory Safety. A Guide to Implementing a Safety Culture in our Universities; 2016.
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the safety infrastructure at minnesota
Minnesota Safety Over ~8 Years:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joint Safety Team Creation
Adoption of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
Safety Moments
Safety Advertising (Stall Wall Moments)
Faculty SOP Peer Reviews
Anonymous Learning Experience Reports
Safe Operating Cards

Chemistry Department
Safety Committee
(Faculty, Staff, DEHS)

Student-Run Joint
Safety Team (JST)
(Students, DEHS)

develop & enforce
policy
enable safe research

compliance
awareness
resources
education
Safety!

Individual Labs
(Faculty, Students)
plan experiments
advise students
develop safety protocols
J. Chem. Ed. 2013, 90, 1414
J. Chem. Ed. 2021, 98, 158
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outline: case studies in communication
Why is it important for us to communicate about “nearmisses” and other potential dangers?

Learning Experience Reports
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outline: case studies in communication
Why is it important for us to communicate about “nearmisses” and other potential dangers?

Why is it important to have (and review) written
standards and procedures?

Learning Experience Reports

Standard Operating Procedures
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fluorinated organics and Al or Mg: a bad combination
Preface: Al or Mg (and other hard, fluorophilic metals) will readily and
exothermically β-F abstract from Ar-F
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fluorinated organics and Al or Mg: a bad combination
Preface: Al or Mg (and other hard, fluorophilic metals) will readily and
exothermically β-F abstract from Ar-F

Tris(pentafluorophenyl)alane, e-EROS, 2012
https://doi.org/10.1002/047084289X.rn01382
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fluorinated organics and Al or Mg: a bad combination
Preface: Al or Mg (and other hard, fluorophilic metals) will readily and
exothermically β-F abstract from Ar-F

Tris(pentafluorophenyl)alane, e-EROS, 2012
https://doi.org/10.1002/047084289X.rn01382

Boulder Scientific: Fatality in 2008

US Department of Labor, OSHA Inspection: 311903751 - Boulder Scientific Company
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fluorinated organics and Al or Mg: a bad combination
Preface: Al or Mg (and other hard, fluorophilic metals) will readily and
exothermically β-F abstract from Ar-F

Tris(pentafluorophenyl)alane, e-EROS, 2012
https://doi.org/10.1002/047084289X.rn01382

US Patent No. 5,473,036.
PROCESS FOR FORMING A BROMOMAGNESUM TETRAKS (FLUOROPHENYL) BORATE

Boulder Scientific: Fatality in 2008

US Department of Labor, OSHA Inspection: 311903751 - Boulder Scientific Company
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C6F5PH2: a missed opportunity to report hazards
Jan 2012, IAT: is this a good idea?

Z. Naturforschg.1966 21b, 920

UMN JST interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zqw8kKygm8
C&EN interview: https://cen.acs.org/safety/Podcast-Lessons-learned-lab-safety/97/i30
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C6F5PH2: a missed opportunity to report hazards
Jan 2012, IAT: is this a good idea?
Nope, not a good idea.
Detonated prior to distillation:

Z. Naturforschg.1966 21b, 920

UMN JST interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zqw8kKygm8
C&EN interview: https://cen.acs.org/safety/Podcast-Lessons-learned-lab-safety/97/i30
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learning experience reports: an easy (anonymous!) way to
share

LERs: A Joint Safety Team (JST) initiative inspired by Dow Chemical:
http://www.jst.umn.edu/learning-experience-reports

J. Chem. Ed. 2020, ASAP. https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jchemed.0c00133
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learning experience reports: an easy (anonymous!) way to
share

J. Chem. Ed. 2020, ASAP. https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jchemed.0c00133

http://www.jst.umn.edu/learning-experience-reports
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LERs help capture different data than formal EHS requirements
Ranked Hazard Type

LER (n = 85)

FROI (n = 72)

First

Spill, Fire (n = 21,
25%)

Sharp (n = 20, 28%)

Second

–

Slip/Trip (n = 14, 19%)

Third

Equipment failure,
Explosion (n = 15,
18%)

Poison/Exposure (n =
12, 17%)

LER Data Provides…

•

•
•

J. Chem. Ed. 2020, ASAP. https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jchemed.0c00133

Longitudinal data across labs on common hazards and
mistakes
• Waste carts: narrow carts led to more spills
• Old Corning stirplates had a defect that led to
uncontrolled heating in multiple labs (search-andreplace campaign)
Help to ID training blind spots in labs
• Inorganic labs were much more aware of cryogen
safety than others
DIFFERENT data than FROI
• Only accidents that cause injury make it to FROI,
LER captures a different set
http://www.jst.umn.edu/learning-experience-reports
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explicit instruction and communication is key

Org. Syn. 1970, 50, 107

C&EN articles on the explosion: https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i45/William-B-Tolman.html https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i43/Chemical-Safety-Explosion-hazard-synthesis.html
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explicit instruction and communication is key
July 2014: Devastating explosion in the
UMN Chem Dept during a 200 g scale
synthesis of TMSN3 (student severely
injured, has thankfully recovered):

Org. Syn. 1970, 50, 107

This was from a materials group that used A LOT of TMSN3 over the years.
Prep carried out on > 200 g scale 20+ times in the lab. What went wrong?

C&EN articles on the explosion: https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i45/William-B-Tolman.html https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i43/Chemical-Safety-Explosion-hazard-synthesis.html
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explicit instruction and communication is key
July 2014: Devastating explosion in the
UMN Chem Dept during a 200 g scale
synthesis of TMSN3 (student severely
injured, has thankfully recovered):

Org. Syn. 1970, 50, 107

This was from a materials group that used A LOT of TMSN3 over the years.
Prep carried out on > 200 g scale 20+ times in the lab. What went wrong?
Over the years, the procedure had evolved away from the Org. Syn. Prep in several dangerous ways, and
students had stopped referring to the original sources. Failure to recognize the problems and dangers!

•

Freshly distilled diglyme => PEG from a bottle
• PEG is protic and often wet, could easily protonolyze to HN3

•

Mechanical stirring => magnetic stirring
• Students were opening reactor to “break up” chunks of NaN3 manually

•

200 g of a potential explosive is not suitable for engineering controls in a regular academic lab

C&EN articles on the explosion: https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i45/William-B-Tolman.html https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i43/Chemical-Safety-Explosion-hazard-synthesis.html
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explicit instruction and communication is key
July 2014: Devastating explosion in the
UMN Chem Dept during a 200 g scale
synthesis of TMSN3 (student severely
injured, has thankfully recovered):

Org. Syn. 1970, 50, 107

This was from a materials group that used A LOT of TMSN3 over the years.
Prep carried out on > 200 g scale 20+ times in the lab. What went wrong?
In essence, this was a game of telephone gone wrong. With no written
procedures being followed, original safety protocols and logic were forgotten,
changed, or ignored.
Formalized procedures and protocols are important for successful
knowledge transfer over time!
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) are a great tool for this.

C&EN articles on the explosion: https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i45/William-B-Tolman.html https://cen.acs.org/articles/92/i43/Chemical-Safety-Explosion-hazard-synthesis.html
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standard operating procedures
SOPs are everywhere now! Writing things down
is a great way to break the game of telephone.
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standard operating procedures
SOPs are everywhere now! Writing things down
is a great way to break the game of telephone.

BUT!
How do you know that your way is the BEST way?

We often have
different, potentially
non-overlapping
areas of expertise.
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standard operating procedures
How do you know that your way is the BEST way?
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standard operating procedures
How do you know that your way is the BEST way?
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standard operating procedures
How do you know that your way is the BEST way?
Inorganic Safety Net: an open collection of SOPs

Alex Miller, UNC

(see also:
NotVoodoo,
ILPI/Safety
Emporium)

If we share our methods and talk about how/why we do them, everyone will be safer!
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standard operating procedures
How do you know that your way is the BEST way?
Inorganic Safety Net: an open collection of SOPs

Alex Miller, UNC

UMN Faculty SOP Peer Review
• annual, rotating group partners
• free-form, but safety committee prompts a few
“areas of interest”

(see also:
NotVoodoo,
ILPI/Safety
Emporium)

If we share our methods and talk about how/why we do them, everyone will be safer!
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thank you!
Summer 2018

Grad Students:

Postdocs:

Ryan Anderson
Steven Butler
Yukun Cheng
Rachel Dunscomb
Connor Frye
Michael Harris
Partha Sarathi Karmakar
Jaekwan Kim
Shao Yu Lo
Rachel Rapagnani
Janaya Sachs

Dr. Daniel Huh
Dr. Ross Koby

Ph.D. Alumni:
Dr. Evan Beaumier
Dr. Hsin-Chun Chiu
Dr. Zach Davis-Gilbert
Dr. Peter Dunn
Dr. Robin Harkins
Dr. Adam Pearce
Dr. Xin Yi See
Dr. Abigail Smith

Postdoc Alumni:
Dr. Addison Desnoyer
Dr. Carlton Folster
Dr. Ryan Hue
Dr. Arijit Koley
Dr. Yu-Ling Lien
Dr. Benjamin Reiner
Dr. Alexander Wotal
Dr. Gereon Yee
Collaborators:
Prof. Jason Goodpaster (UMN)
Prof. Christophe Copéret (ETH)
Prof. Kazushi Mashima (Osaka)
Prof. Hayato Tsurugi (Osaka)
Dr. Letitia Yao (NMR)
Dr. Victor Young Jr (XRD)

Visiting Scholars:
Domnic Egger (ETH)
Errikos Kounalis (Utrecht)

special thanks to all the students of the UMN Joint Safety Team & ACS DCHAS!
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